12/24/2021 - 00:45

Steve Watson

Explainer Video for az. Hi,
gov
We'd like to introduce to you our explainer video service which we feel can benefit your site irc.az.gov.
Check out some of our existing videos here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivTmAwuli14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uywKJQvfeAM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPNdmMo40pI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gRb-HPo_ck
All of our videos are in a similar animated format as the above examples and we have voice over artists with US/UK/Australian
accents.
We can also produce voice overs in languages other than English.
They can show a solution to a problem or simply promote one of your products or services. They are concise, can be uploaded to
video such as Youtube, and can be embedded into your website or featured on landing pages.
Our prices are as follows depending on video length:
1 minute = $239
1-2 minutes = $339
2-3 minutes = $449
*All prices above are in USD and include an engaging, captivating video with full script and voice-over.
If this is something you would l ke to discuss further, don't hesitate to get in touch.
If you are not interested, simply delete this message and we won't contact you again.
Kind Regards,
Steve

12/24/2021 - 11:13

Jennifer Dawson

Redistricting maps

The redistricting process was begun by the hiring of a partisan operative who failed to disclose in his application the tens of
thousands of dollars he made in 2020 helping Republican candidates, The process only got worse. To quote the letter from the
Chair of the ADP:
Reporting has shown that Arizona Republicans have done all they could to rig this process from the start. Concerns about improper
procedures, lack of access to meetings, and an overall unfair process were raised by the Democratic commissioners, the
Democratic leaders in the legislature, and MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC (like myself). They were all dismissed by the chair without
examination – let alone correction.... and this biased process was concluded with a 3-2 vote to solidify maps that clearly were
altered by the GOP to protect extremist incumbents...
These maps do not reflect the increasingly competitive nature of our state...".
The IRC has repeatedly violated the criteria laid down by the AZ Constitution - and blatantly betrayed the trust of AZ voters - with
the resultant 6-3 gerrymander. The IRC will have a shameful legacy if these maps are allowed to stand.
It has been said recently that "Power reveals" people's characters -- and these maps show that power is all that the majority of
commissioners cares about. The desires of AZ voters are unimportant.

12/24/2021 - 11:42

Ellen Fox

The redistricting maps I live and vote in Douglas and I’m concerned about a redistricting map that gives advantages to Republicans. Moving the goalposts.

12/24/2021 - 12:23

Patrick Desmond

Gerrymandered
districts

It's j
hardly acceptable to have unbalanced new districts approved in AZ. most of the districts that have been redrawn are unbalanced
heavily in a Republican favor. Maybe the committee was not as balanced in it's thinking as we thought it might be at first.

12/24/2021 - 15:41

Janet Patrick

Final CD map

Please accept a late comment. The last flurry of maps was very difficult to follow. I couldn’t see the detail of CD1 until it was all
over. Please consider moving the northern section of Mesa into a district contiguous with the rest of the city. The city is our primary
area of interest for responsible participation and representation.

12/24/2021 - 15:47

Dlyn Fairfax

Redistricting plan

Please uphold those with less power in this system to have a voice - easier and accurately reflecting the population centers voting.
Thank you.

12/24/2021 - 21:34

William Ahern

Flagstaff Redistricting
Split

I just recently learned that the Commission has voted to split the Flagstaff area into to separate districts. This is by far one of the
stupidest things I've heard yet from the so called "Independent" commission. I suggest you change the commission name to either
"Partisan" or "Stupid". Do you clowns have any idea what you are doing? No wonder Arizona is so screwed up, and by your work so
far it ain't gonna get any better.

12/26/2021 - 20:31

Kaye B Sessions

Redistricting Map for
AZ

I urge the commission to remain independent from political persuasions and draw a fair map. It is a known fact that demographics in
Arizona have changed over the last 10 years and the voting districts should reflect that. I request the committee to approve a voting
district map that reflects equal representation for Independents, Republicans and Democrats.

12/26/2021 - 22:49

Gary Leroy Packer

Redistricting

Current effort has been blatantly partisan, giving strong advantage to Republicans.

